Alex Jarvis for Female & Non-Binary Welfare Officer
I would love to have the opportunity to work alongside and support the
Female & Nb welfare exec, and continue to provide vital support to
everyone at Fitz that needs it

Skills and experience
Prefect at my secondary school: I worked alongside younger years,
and was the first port of call for any problems. I worked closely with the
staff to manage and resolve any issues.
Tutor both within and outside of school: I developed my creative and
inventive skills keeping kids occupied - both very important when keeping
people engaged!
Au pair during my gap year: I travelled and worked during my year
out, and I massively enhanced my time management skills, confidence,
and my ability to problem-solve.

Policy Ideas
FemSoc: FemSoc is the perfect platform for healthy discussion about a
number of topics, and I want to help people to realise that feminism isn't
just for one small group of women; it's for everyone. I intend to attempt
to make FemSoc a separate society, as well as better advertise it to
everyone (including Freshers on arrival) to bring up attendance, and seek
out a wide variety of speakers.
Sanitary Product Distribution: Not only do I intend to push to have
sanitary product distribution made part of the college infrastructure, but
also look into potential eco-friendly alternatives - such as the mooncup
(fund permitting).
More welfare events: Having more events geared to welfare throughout
the term - from a mental health workshop in fresher's week to regular film
nights during full term. Also potentially looking into mindfulness sessions
outside of a venue with religious connotations for those that would prefer.
Build on good work so far: Continue working to support the female
welfare exec and communicate the needs of students to the wider JCR

